
My Project 

By- Dylan chapley 



Planning process 

I started to plan my project about a week after getting back from camp, the original plan was to 

help improve my community by fixing and cleaning up/

- After I realised it would be too hard to do this project Susie took us to a erosion trip at my 

local beach. 

- The idea came to me about making a work day protecting the fragile echo system that we 

have.

- Susie helped me get into contact with Kathy and she in turn helped me get into contact 

with Tom.

- Tom helped me plan my work day at Fossland park coming early to mark the invasive 

plants. 



The project 

- In total the work day lasted three hours. 

- The goal was ecological restoration at  fossland park. 

-  The main plant we were  getting rid of was buckthorn. 

- One thing that this would do is bring in some warbler to come to the area.

-  Even though my mentior couldn’t make it i still had a decent turn out 



Work day pictures  



Work day 



Why Ecological Restoration is important

Ecological Restoration: is the  process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been 

degraded, damaged or destroyed. 

- Ecological restoration is important to helping areas that have been impacted by invasive 

species, people could step in so that the native plants and animals aren’t harmed.

- Ecological restoration is a helping hand to an area to  go back to its original state. 

- The goal of Ecological restoration is to make a better tomorrow where  ecosystem can 

start to heal. 



Facts 

-Zion is home to a very rare microbiome that is only found around here and in Siberia.

- Zion is home to many cool plants like two cactus and a small carnivorous plant that lives in the 

ponds at our beach . 

-  Tom told me during one of his workdays that flowing water was considered the first language 

to native tribes in the area. 
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Thank you 

 I want to Thank you for listening to my presentation about my project and I’m glad I have gotten 

to share my experiences  with all of you. 

I would like to give a special thanks to some people who have  helped me threw my journey 

through CCL.

- Shavonne Kearney 

- Mark Senger 

- Tom Smith 

- Susie Hoffman

- Kathleen Garness 


